
Rattle 
Materials: 

Clay 
Your Hands/Fingers 
Clay Tools 
Paint 

 
 

Goals of the Assignment: 
 Students will create a rattle inspired by the symbolism of animals and the uses for rattles in 
various cultures.  The project will demonstrate control of pinching and techniques of attaching clay to 
clay.  Students will use form and shape to create the overall design of the rattle and they will use 
line, shape, color and texture to enhance and enrich their form.  
 
Due Date (sculpt): _____ / _____ 
 
Procedures: (sculpt) 

ALWAYS BEGIN BY WEDGING THE CLAY.  
Every time, Every Project, Always.  This helps 
get the clay body particles all going in the same 
direction and to remove any air bubbles that 
might be trapped in the clay.  It gives you a 
chance to tell the clay who is in charge. 
 Create a design or intended plan for your 
rattle.  Look at pictures of the animal for 
guidance.  Think about the form, the 
construction, and the overall details you will 
create.  Sketch out the plan. 

 Determine the overall base shape of 
the rattle… circle, oval, square, rectangle, 
etc.  Create two small pinch pots that will 
come together to make the body of the 
rattle. 
 After creating two pinch pots that will 
meet together (same opening size) that have 
thin walls, place a couple of bisque fired 
balls inside before sealing up the two pots. 
 Add clay details to the work.  Be sure 
to attach them well.  Score slip smooth is 
stronger than just vinegar water. 



 The final work can have realistic 
inspired details or perhaps a stylized 
patterning added to the surface. (compare 
all the images on this handout to see a 
variety of styles.) 
 
While building, the challenges you will face… 
 *Stability of the rattle.  It is hollow so 
strong pressure applied to the outside will 
cause it to dent.  Wait until the clay is a bit 
stiffer before attaching the two pinch pots 

together to form the rattle and when you attach other clay details. 
 *Getting it all stuck.  Make sure your details are stuck to the clay below it. Score Slip Smooth. 

*Smaller details in the clay cracking when drying faster than the main rattle of the clay.  Keep 
a moist paper towel in the bag of clay to add moisture to the entire piece while 
working on the project. 

 
Tips for Success…  
*Try creating an entire animal with all the 
smaller appendages. 
*Try creating as many details as you can 
with the clay – do not rely on the paint to 
give the rattle interest and variety. 
*Commit to a style within the work.  
Simple clean form or very detailed  
 
Websites: 
http://www.whats-your-sign.com/animal-
totems.html 
http://www.spiritanimal.info/animal-
meanings/ 
http://www.nationsonline.org/oneworld/C
hinese_Customs/animals_symbolism.htm 

Painting 
 Choose colors of acrylic paint that you feel 

will enhance the overall design.  Sometimes 
simple one or two colors allows the sculpt to 
speak more. 

 Use tints, shades and analogous colors to 
create new interesting colors. 

 A thinner application of paint layers might 
give a more fine are appearance than this 
solid color.  

 After the paint is dried and you are happy 
with the results, you will apply a layer of 
gloss medium to seal in the work. 


